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ANALYZING AND TUNING USER QUERIES TO SEARCH

ENGINES

DARIUS BUFNEA

Abstract. There are certain situations when a web site’s visitor using a
search engine as a referrer will not be correctly redirected to the desired
product or information page, although such a page exists within the web
site. This paper presents a solution for a web site to locally further analyze
and tune user queries to search engines in order to lead the user to the page
describing the product he is interested in. This can improve the visibility of
products within the website and in the same time increase its conversion
rate. Misdirecting the user and failing in satisfying his interest will be
reflected in the revenue amount of a website; on the contrary, satisfied
visitors can become potential clients and on a long time scale can improve
the website’s ranking within a search engine.

1. Introduction

As web technologies developed and their usage on business oriented appli-
cation as e-commerce have increased, the research community and in the same
time private enterprise studies have led to research for solutions to maximize
the impact of the web interaction with an online consumer. The impact of the
web interaction with an online consumer can be quantified by using certain
variables such as: time spent by the visitor within the website, number of
products description visualized, conversion rate, number of ordered products
or number of displayed commercial ads.

In this paper we present a solution for analyzing and tuning user queries
to search engines in logic implemented at web application’s tier.

Web sites and web applications in Internet depend on a large scale on
visitors sent by search engines. For a regular web site, the percent of these
visitors can be as high as 70 to 80 percent from the total number of visi-
tors. Our presented method enhances a search engine’s effort to redirect the
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visitor to the desired page, i.e. the page that contains information about a
product searched by the visitor. This method should not be confounded with
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques. Our method rather comple-
ments these approaches. There are certain situations when a search engine
might fail in redirecting the user to the correct web page, even if such a page
exists within the website. A missed search redirected user may leave the web-
site and give up in further searching for the product, even if the web site is
offering a search feature. The short term impact is the loss of a possible cus-
tomer. On a long time run, such a visitor repeated behavior may lead to web
site’s position demotion in a search engine’s results for certain keywords. It is
well known that Google for example permanently adjusts their order of return
search results based on previous users’ experience and feedback.

2. Previous Work

From the mid 90s as web usage increased, numerous different techniques
were proposed in order to maximize the interaction between a web site and
an online user visiting the site. These techniques are based on different ap-
proaches such as data mining, pattern discovery or artificial intelligence. All
these techniques aim the same goal: getting the user more closely to the
product or information he is interested in. Some studies analyze market bas-
ket data ([1], [2]), an approach useful for determining and generating relevant
web content for similar consumer-desired products based on previous collected
data. Another direction of research ([3], [4]) is pattern discovery across a user’s
visit path within a website, approach that can be used to create dynamically
adaptive web sites based on users’ online behavior patterns.

In order to maximize the interaction with its visitors, a website with a
relative constant audience can rely on user based personalization techniques
via cookies or server side saved configuration settings.

More recently, semantic web approaches, although designed to increase
interaction between websites and web applications, can also improve a product
visibility within a website for a human person trying to reach that product’s
specification page. For example, GoodRelations [5] might help a referrer in
locating pages of other web sites describing similar products.

3. Contributions

In this paper we focus on those situations when the visitor is sent to the
web site from a search engine, i.e. the search engine is a referrer for the web
site. There are situations when a search engine will fail to redirect visitors to
the most search query related page within the web site. A typical scenario is
the visitor landing on the root page of the web site, simply because news about
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a product he’s interested in is posted on that page. It’s very common for web
site’s root page to have a higher page rank than an in-site page containing a
product’s description.

Our idea is based on the assumption that business logic running at the
web server can extract from the user’s query more semantic information than
the search engine does. This semantic information is used to redirect user
to a more search query related page than the one user has landed on. This
approach is similar in many aspects with Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
techniques, but while SEO is used to improve a web site visibility in search
engines, our method is used to improve a product visibility within the website
itself.

3.1. Technical Fundamentals. A significant number of requests for resources
sent to a web server are accompanied by a referer1 HTTP header defined in
RFC 2616. In fact, all requests, not directly typed in a web browser by the
user, are accompanied by such a header. This header is added by the web
browser to requests made by following links from one page to another, even if
pages are hosted on different domains. The header is also present in requests
for resources hosted on the same domain as the referrer, for e.g. in request for
images needed for correctly rendering a web page.

The referer HTTP header is also present in requests for web pages made
via a search engine. Although, search engines typically are not hot linking to
other websites - rather they redirect the visitor using HTTP redirects - the
URL of the search page within the search engine is preserved as a referrer
in the request made for the visited landing page (i.e. the web pages where
the user is redirected by the search engine). The referrer URL within the
search engine always includes the user’s search query as a value to a specific
search engine dependent attribute. For example, a typical referer header for
a request made via Google will include a q attribute whose value is set to the
user’s query.

With the knowledge about the user’s query, we can locally make better
assumption about its semantic than a search engine does. The query might
be used to identify if the search engine correctly redirects the user to the most
query related page and, if this is not the case, locally redirect him to a more
content related page to his query.

3.2. The search query module. For a better understanding of our approach
we’ll give some real world examples about the inappropriate behavior of a
search engine in our context.

1The name of the header, i.e. referer is deliberately misspelled in the RFC 2616 because
of historical considerations. Correct spelling should be referrer.
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a) A news site containing on its main page the latest news is indexed by
a search engine. Subsequently in time, a visitor is landing on the news site’s
main page from the search engine, his query being related to news posted on
the main page at crawling time. If the news that might catch the visitor’s
attention is at visiting time demoted from the main page, the visitor will not
find it and might bounce and go on to the next site within the search result.

b) Someone is looking for flights from London to New York using a search
engine. The search engine can easily redirect a user to a page on the flight
operator’s web site containing the schedule of all departures from New York
to London. Even if the flight operator’s site is offering a very accessible search
form or a “return flights” button, some users will abandon their search experi-
ence (i.e. visit) to the flight operator’s web site, simply because they don’t see
a departure hour from London to New York. Instead, such a user will prefer
to jump to the next site in the search result, often a competitor’s web site.

c) Some person is looking for a notebook with a built in 3G wireless mo-
dem. Once again, a search engine can easily redirect the user to an online
store’s web site offering for sale a notebook with wireless 801.11 connectiv-
ity (i.e. Wi-Fi), a classical dial up PSTN modem and 3 GB of RAM. The
users will immediately catch the missed landing page, and might prefer vis-
iting the next site within the search result, even if the above online store is
really offering a product the user is interested in.

In all these scenarios a web module run by a web site can make new
assumptions about the user’s query semantic, further refining the search query.

The main task of this module should be:

– Identify from the referrer request header (in case there is one) if the
visit is coming from a search engine, and if this is the case what is the
user’s query value;

– Parse the user’s query and match it to products stored in the database
backend server. The matching process should take into consideration
different product characteristics such as product name, manufacturer,
description, specifications and so on. In the matching process different
similarity matching algorithms should be tested. Although we imple-
ment such an algorithm in our test module (discussed in different writ-
ing up paper) future research is to be done. This algorithm is based on
the vector space model and is used to map user’s queries to product’s
attributes within the backend database server. Speed and accuracy of
the matching process are critical for our technique’s success.

– Redirect the user to the match product’s description page through a
transparent mechanism. Such a redirection can be implemented using
HTTP 3xx headers or by using a client side script to perform the jump
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from the missed landing page to the desire one. Preliminary researches
we have performed are in favor of the client side scripting approach,
mainly in order to avoid bounce rate increasing.

The search query module should be run for every page request coming
from a search engine result index. Some solutions for running this module
are either call it from within a master page or implement it as a server side
technology independent filter that intercept the user’s request before it reaches
the final resource (i.e. the missed landing page).

For common, very often used queries, this module can also cache the match
product in order to increase and improve the web page serving speed. Other
important aspects that should be taken into consideration by such a module
are: words order in user’s query, frequently typos or words abbreviation often
used by visitors in their queries.

3.3. Experiment. In order to assert the method presented in this paper,
we made an experiment over a commercial in production web server. This
enterprise web server was also used for implementing and testing our method.
Because of confidential agreements we cannot disclosure the name of the web
server, but we have the approval for using any obtain results for research
purpose in scientific papers.

The obtained results support the idea presented in this paper, but actual
values are extremely site depended. They were obtained for a very search
engine friendly web site (i.e. a web site that presents its content semantic in
an easy understandable way by the search engine). Actual percent of these
values might be different from site to site being affected by some parameters
such as: site niche, the degree of site search engine optimization and adver-
tising campaigns. The experiment was conducted over one month by a web
application server module, but the measurements were also confirmed using
standard tools such as Google Analytics [7].

In this experiment we were interested in:

– Percent of visitors that have landed on our web site via a search engine
using a query string that can be matched to a product. For previous
given examples, a product can be a notebook, a flight from London to
New York or a news title. The matching process is important in order
to further determine if the user’s landing page is a good one, i.e. it
describes the product the user is interested in, or not.

– Percent of web visitors that have landed via a search engine on a wrong
page (i.e. page not describing the product they are interested in);

– Percent of visitors that have landed on a wrong page and they sub-
sequently used website’s available search form or navigate further to
find information about their product of interest;
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– Percent of visitors that have landed on a wrong page and they subse-
quently abandoned their visit on the web site (i.e. they bounce).

Figure 1. Visits, product match and users’ behavior for a test
web site

We are especially interested in the percent of visitors that have landed on a
wrong page and they subsequently abandoned their visit on the web site, those
visitors becoming potentially lost customers. Our method increases product
match ratio based on user’s query and subsequently increases conversion rate
by correctly redirecting user’s browser to the desired page.

Figure 2. Page visited in order to reach products page (left)
Seconds spent by visitor in order to reach products page (right)

Furthermore, we are also targeting visitors that have landed on a wrong
page and subsequently they are continuing their session looking for information
about a specific product. Figure 2 depicts this behavior, showing the number
of visited pages and the time spent in searching for a specific product by
percent of visitors - percent from the total amount of missed landing users
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that are not abandoning their session. Our method helps in reducing user’s
effort in reaching product information by decreasing the total number of pages
that he has to visits or the amount of time he spent searching that information.

Module off Module on
Bounce rate 44.74% 41.75%
Visits coming from search engines 70.22% 70.47%
Visitis having a search engine as referrer and 20.37% 20.43%
a product was identified in user’s query string
Visits having correct landing pages 14.66% 20.43%
Visits having missed landing pages 5.71% -
Visitors that have landed on a wrong page and
they subsequently continued visiting our website 2.86% -
Bounce visitors because of missed landing pages 2.85% -
Conversion rate 2.23% 2.64%

Figure 3. Web site behavior with our module set to off / on

Figure 3 presents the results obtained with our module set to off for one
month and to on for another month. When set to off, in fact it was running in a
special state performing no redirects, but only measurements and collecting the
above statistical data. When set to on, in case of an initially missed landing
page, it consequently redirects the user to the page describing the product
identified in user’s search query. A major benefit of running the proposed
module is reducing of the total bounce rate. This is done by eliminating visitors
that bounce because they land on wrong pages. In fact, even if in a missed
landing pages situation, each session will count at least two requests, one for
the initially missed lading page and one for the page describing the product
visitor is interested in. By leading visitors more precisely by their interest,
an increase in the conversion rate can also be observed, the potentially lost
customers being transformed in potentially gain customers.

Note: All percent values in figure 3 are relative to the total amount of site
traffic. We counted only visitors using key words that we successfully match
against a product from the web site’s offer. We were not interested on visitors
using generic key words such as company’s name or web site’s name as the
search query.

4. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have advanced a method for analyzing and tuning user
queries to search engines. Our method helps visitors in reaching the product
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information they are interested in and in the same time it makes a product
more visible within the website. We are currently focusing our efforts in eval-
uating different similarity algorithms based on the vector space model in order
to improve the matching process between search queries and products descrip-
tion. The speed of the matching process is extremely important, because any
delay in serving the desired page to a client may be reflected in the Page Rank
of a website, site speed being one of the criteria that Google uses in computing
a website Page Rank.
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